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Abstract
Following the controversy between two previous publications (Lorenzo et al 2008 Phys. Rev.
Lett. 101 226401 and Garcia et al 2009 Phys. Rev. Lett. 102 176405), we report on the
influence of mechanical polishing, and subsequent sample storage, on the electronic order at
the Verwey transition of highly pure magnetite, Fe3O4, by resonant x-ray scattering. Contrary
to expectations, mechanically polishing the surface induces an inhomogeneous micron deep
dead layer, probably of powdered Fe3O4. In addition, we have found that polishing the sample
immediately before the experiment influences and favors the appearance of long range order
electronic correlations, whereas samples polished well in advance have their electronic order
quenched. Conversely, lattice distortions associated with the Verwey transition appear less
affected by the surface state. We conclude that mechanical polishing induces stresses at the
surface that may propagate into the core of the single crystal sample. These strains relax with
time, which affects the different order parameters, as measured by x-ray resonant diffraction.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
Charge and orbital order play an important role in the still
not fully explained metal–insulator transition in magnetite,
Fe3O4. Magnetite is regarded as one of the canonical
prototype Mott insulators and the interplay among the charge,
orbital and lattice degrees of freedom is particularly vital in
understanding this class of compounds [1]. The occurrence
and the relationship between the different electronic orders,
charge (CO) and orbitals (OO), and the lattice distortions
(LD) originating in the neighborhood of the Verwey transition
temperature, TV ≈ 123 K, in magnetite has been the subject of
intense studies in the recent years. The role of charge order at
the transition has been emphasized in a number of studies [2,
3], starting from the original idea of Verwey [4]. After some
contradictory studies and results during the last 10 years, the
consensus to which the scientific community has adhered to
is that there is a slight charge order developing below TV at
the Fe-octahedral sites, the charge amounting to 2.5 ± δ, and
δ = 0.12e [5]. The metal–insulator transition takes place by
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capturing and binding an extra electron in the fully occupied,
quasi-degenerated t2g orbitals. As a result, 3-band electron
calculations [6] predict a very complex phase diagram of
real and complex orbital orders and ab initio band structure
calculations [7–10] point out the occurrence of an electronic
orbital order in the low temperature phase of magnetite.
Resonant x-ray scattering (RXS) experiments at the Fe
L2,3-edges [11] have identified the peak (001/2)C (in the
notation of the cubic unit cell) as due to OO, although doubts
have been cast on the validity of this interpretation [12].
An important issue in the science of correlated electron
systems is the nature and interplay of the electronic order(s).
RXS studies at the Fe K-edge of Fe3O4 have revealed the
surprising feature of the different behavior of these three
orderings [13] at TV. This is indicated by their different
temperature dependence and in particular by the absence of
a jump of the scattered intensity right at TV for CO and OO
reflections whereas those related to the pure LD do display
this characteristic feature. Unlike the monoclinic LD, that
disappears abruptly at TV, CO and OO long range order
fluctuations survive the transition and smoothly disappear at
temperatures as high as 10 K above TV [13]. However, it
is not only the temperature variation of the intensity, the
correlation length of the CO fluctuations displays a kink at
this temperature, as well. At that time we associated this
temperature with the location of the isotropy point seen in
magnetization studies and it seemed plausible that electronic
order may lead to a magnetic moment reorientation. These
results were questioned in an analogous RXS study [14] where
an abrupt disappearance of all three orderings LD, CO and OO
at TV was observed. Therefore this controversy on the role
and nature of the electronic orders in magnetite at the Verwey
transition still remains open.
Here, we present a new RXS study of the charge and
orbital orders and of the lattice distortion associated with
the cubic (Fd3¯m) into monoclinic (Cc) transformation at
the Verwey transition. The aim of the present work is to
provide a unified description of the results shown in the
previous papers [13, 14]. To that end we have reproduced
the experimental data shown in these two publications by
applying different experimental protocols to the same high
quality single crystal of stoichiometric magnetite and to
Zn-doped and non-stoichiometric magnetite samples.
2. Experiment
RXS experiments were carried out at ID20 beamline of the
ESRF in Grenoble, France [15]. A Si(111) double crystal
monochromator, with an energy resolution of 0.8 eV, was used
to select the x-rays of the required energy in the neighborhood
of the Fe K-edge in Fe3O4 (E = 7.119 keV). The incident
photon beam was linearly polarized in the horizontal direction
and the scattering plane was parallel to the polarization
vector (σ -polarization). The scattered beam polarization was
analyzed by means of a MgO(222) analyzer crystal in both σ -
and π -polarizations.
The electronic orders in magnetite have been studied
at the Fe K-edge (7.119 keV). The (001)C reflection
is known to display the spectroscopic features of the
charge order [13]. It has been measured in the (σ–σ )
polarization channel. The (007/2)C is an extinct Bragg
reflection (presumably related to the orbital order) that
was studied in the σ–π channel [16]. The (003)C lattice
distortion peak has been studied at an energy well below
the edge (7.05 keV) in the σ–σ polarization channel. The
sample temperature was controlled by a standard displex
cryostat and the θ–2θ scans of the examined reflections
were performed using a 4 + 1 circle diffractometer in the
vertical scattering geometry. All the samples were slowly
ramped up in temperature from 90 K. A single reflection
was followed at a time and then the sample cooled down
again.
One feature that we found of paramount importance
in our RXS studies on Fe3O4 was the use of mechanical
surface polishing either right before the experiment or well
in advance, as has been reflected by the discrepancies
between previous works [13, 14]. The temperature evolution
at resonance of the (001)C and (007/2)C reflections in
the high quality single crystal of stoichiometric magnetite,
TV = 124 K, was studied twice. The first run type (we
call it run A) was performed with the sample surface
polished in advance, typically a couple of months before
the experiment and stored in a desiccator under vacuum
of the order of 10 Torr. The same sample was studied a
second time, but with its surface polished and immediately
inserted into the cryostat. This is the run type B. Samples
were polished with sand paper and then 6 µm diameter
diamond paste. Interestingly these cycles have been repeated
several times on the same sample and the results were
alike. Subsequent diffraction experiments where the surface
was polished with paste of smaller grain size (0.2 µm)
have also been carried out and confirmed the previous
findings.
Polishing the surface of a crystal prior to measurements
is typically used to (i) remove all traces of impurities
(solvents, oxides, etc) affecting the surface of the sample.
This is important in specific surface sensitive experiments
like photoemission, tunneling microscopy, etc (ii) to gently
remove the first microns of the sample after having been cut
and thus eliminate the powdered sample that may appear at the
surface. Or (iii) to remove scratches, deformations and other
defects that may hinder the reflectivity of the sample. In all
cases it is assumed that the effect of polishing is favorable for
the sample measurements and that no damage or change is
induced as a consequence of this action. Another important
feature that is worth recalling is that polishing should be
followed by a thermal cycling of the sample. As this last
part is time consuming and requires special furnaces it is
often not carried out in RXS experiments. Recently it has
been shown that a clean sample of magnetite, for soft x-ray
standards, can be found by cleaving the sample prior to the
measurements [17]. This is not the standard procedure in the
medium x-ray range so we did not use this technique in our
samples.
2
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Figure 1. Black squares show the energy dependence of the (004)C
peak intensity in run A, at 50 K. The solid line shows the ABS(E)
calculated by means of equation (2), with the linear absorption
coefficient estimated from fluorescence data. The comparison yields
ddl = 2.3 µm. The inset represents a sample with the dead layer
providing a possible explanation for the intensity reduction found in
the data.
3. Dead layer estimation and the absorption
correction
If part of a sample contains chemical impurities or lattice
imperfectness, this volume does not contribute to the coherent
scattering in a diffraction experiment but only reduces the
x-ray beam during the absorption process. The diffracting part
of the sample lies usually under the defected layer (called
here as the dead layer), and thus the number of photons
scattered is reduced as the incident and the diffracted beams
are absorbed on passing through it. In this case we can treat
the sample as a composition of two absorbers: the dead layer
with thickness ddl right underneath the surface, with the linear
absorption coefficient µdl(E), and the sample core with the
linear absorption coefficient µFe3O4(E). The total absorption
coefficient ABS(hkl)(E) at reflections (hkl) is then expressed as
the absorption coefficient of the sample core Fe3O4 reduced
by the absorption of the dead layer:
ABS(hkl)(E) =
1
g(hkl)µFe3O4(E)
−
1
g(hkl)µdl(E)
× (1− exp(−g(hkl)µdl(E)ddl)). (1)
Here, g(hkl) is the geometrical factor that accounts for
the incident and scattered beams direction with respect to
the surface of the sample. g(hkl) = sin
−1(α) + sin−1(β) with
α (β) the angle between the incident (scattered) beam and
the sample surface. As always in these calculations of Bragg
scattering the thickness of the sample was set to infinity. If the
chemical composition of the dead layer and the sample core
are comparable, a very good approximation is µFe3O4(E) ≈
µdl(E) = µ(E), and equation (1) can be written as:
ABS(hkl)(E) =
exp(−g(hkl)µ(E)ddl)
g(hkl)µ(E)
. (2)
The estimation of the thickness of the dead layer relies
on an assumption that for any strong Bragg reflection (e.g.
Figure 2. Energy dependence of the (001)C peak intensity in run A,
at 50 K, compared to the total absorption coefficient ABS(E)
calculated by means of equation (2), with linear absorption
coefficient estimated from fluorescence data. The experimental data
shows an increase of the intensity at the resonance due to CO. To
match the step of ABS(001)(E) to that of the experimental data
ddl = 0 µm was taken for the calculations. The low diffraction angle
for the (001)C reflection, shown in the inset, causes the x-rays to
shine on a larger area of the sample surface. For an inhomogeneous
dead layer its effective thickness is thinner than in case of the
(004)C.
(004)C) the main contribution to its energy dependence is the
absorption, and thus its intensity Int(hkl)(E) is proportional to
ABS(hkl)(E). Note that, log(µ(E)) ≪ µ(E) and therefore the
log(Int(004)(E)) ∝ µ(E).
In figure 1, the energy dependence of the (004)C peak
intensity is compared to the total absorption coefficient
ABS(004)(E), where the linear absorption coefficient µ(E)was
obtained from the fluorescence spectra. The comparison for
this reflection yields a dead layer of 2.3 µm and 1 µm in
runs A and B, respectively. This is a very important result
that deserves to be emphasized. Despite a continuous effort
to create an appropriate surface by mechanical polishing an
average micron deep dead layer is always found in our scans,
in both run types A and B. Furthermore, the analysis of a
number of strong reflections gives different effective dead
layer for each peak (from 8 µm for (007)C to 1.8 µm for
(003)C) indicating that the dead layer is inhomogeneous
throughout the surface of the sample. Our argument is
additionally supported by the analysis of the low-angle
reflections, such as (001)C, which shows a negligibly thin
dead layer (see figure 2). In this case the x-ray beam impinges
the surface at an angle of ≈5◦ and hence a large portion
of the surface is illuminated (see insets in figures 1 and
2). In the scenario of inhomogeneous dead layer, a small,
undefected part of the sample, that is directly exposed to
x-rays, will have larger scattering power than a large part
buried under a thick dead layer. With decreasing scattering
angle, and thus increasing the beam spot on the sample, the
scattered intensity increases. A second result of figure 1 is
that the energy dependence of the (004)C reflection intensity
calculated according to equation (2) gave a qualitatively very
good fit to the experimental data and thus the assumption on
which this equation is derived, µdl(E) ≡ µFe3O4(E) = µ(E),
3
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Figure 3. (a) Temperature evolution of the intensity of the (003)C
reflection of pure Fe3O4 for the surface polished well in advance
before (squares) and immediately prior (circles) to the
measurements. The photon energy was 7.05 keV, well below the
resonance. (b) Idem for the (001)C reflection. (c) Idem for the
(007/2)C reflection. The photon energy was 7.119 keV, right at the
Fe K-edge resonance, for the two last reflections. The solid lines are
guides to the eye.
holds to a large extent. Therefore we can conclude that the
dead layer is made up of structurally damaged but chemically
clean Fe3O4.
4. Results
4.1. Stoichiometric Fe3O4
Figures 3(a)–(c) shows the temperature evolution of the
intensities of the (003)C, (001)C and (007/2)C reflections,
for runs A and B. The FWHM of the (001)C and (007/2)C
reflections for both runs A and B is shown in figure 4. The
onset of the long range electronic correlations is invariably
observed at temperatures 10 K above TV in both A and
B temperature runs as previously found [13]. However, the
Figure 4. Temperature dependence of FWHM of the (001)C and
(007/2)C reflections for the surface polished well in advance
(squares) and immediately prior (circles) to the measurements. The
data from [13] (triangles), shown here for comparison, are shifted in
order to compensate the difference in TVs. The momentum scans
has been performed along q = (00l). The solid lines are guides to
the eye.
essential difference between the A and B runs arises at
the structural transition temperature, where an additional
expansion of the charge and orbital ordered regions in the B
runs is observed as a sudden increase of the corresponding
(001)C and (007/2)C peak intensities. Additionally, an abrupt
increase of the correlation lengths of CO and OO at TV is
characteristic only for the B runs: this may be concluded
from the temperature dependence analysis of FWHM of the
(001)C and the (007/2)C peak that suddenly decrease at TV
on sample cooling across the transition (see figure 4). These
results clearly indicate that the surface polishing/preparation
has an impact on the intensity of the electronic orderings at
TV, and thus on the size of the percolating regions.
These differences can explain the discrepancies between
the results presented in the previous publications, which
cannot just be due to the sample quality as pointed out
in [14]. The magnitude of the intensity drop of the structural
reflections across TV indicates that the samples studied are
of very high quality. The effect of a run B is more important
for the (007/2)C reflection than for the (001)C. As seen from
figure 3 the intensity ratio (run B/run A) in the ordered phase
(monoclinic) for the (007/2)C reflection amounts to a factor of
more than 150 whereas it is only a factor of 40 for the (001)C.
The intensity drop of the (003)C is essentially independent of
the preparation procedure.
4.2. Zn-doped and non-stoichiometric Fe3O4
The influence of doping/non-stoichiometry on CO and LD in
magnetite has also been investigated in two similar samples,
polished well before the experiment (run A) Fe3−xZnxO4,
x = 0.0085 and polished right before the experiment (run B)
Fe3(1−δ)O4 δ = 0.0025 (figure 5). Samples and concentrations
were chosen such that the corresponding Verwey temperatures
were as close as possible between them. The dependence
of TV on non-stoichiometry and Zn concentration can be
4
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Figure 5. Comparison of the temperature dependence of the (001)C
and (003)C peaks intensities for polished well before the experiment
(run A) Fe3−xZnxO4, x = 0.0085 and polished right before the
experiment (run B) Fe3(1−δ)O4 δ = 0.0025 samples. The solid lines
are guides to the eye.
found in the literature [18]. The detailed analysis of the
temperature evolution of CO and LD (see figure 5), first,
confirms the influence of the sample polishing right before
the experiment on the charge ordering process and, second,
proves that non-stoichiometry is not a parameter determining
the amplitude of the step of the (001)C reflection intensity.
Whereas the temperature evolution of the intensity of the
(003)C reflection displays a jump at TV, the (001)C reflection
evolves just in the same way as found in the pure sample.
Again, a smooth development of the CO above the Verwey
transition (TV = 112 K) is observed for the Zn-doped sample
(run A). The step of the (001)C reflection intensity at the
transition (TV = 114.5 K) for non-stoichiometric sample
indicates an additional expansion of the charge ordered
regions, characteristic for all run B samples.
The energy dependence of the (001)C peak intensity in
pure Fe3O4 is shown in figure 6. Again, the same quantity
was measured twice, in both A and B runs. The comparison
of the results collected during the two runs shows no major
differences suggesting that the spectroscopic features related
to the CO itself are not affected by polishing. It can be thus
concluded that only the development of the long range order
at TV is influenced by mechanical treatment of the surface and
the polishing favors the sudden growth of the order. Since,
CO and OO are observed at Fe K-edge where the penetration
depth of x-rays is c.a. 10 µm, the RXS signal contains
information about the ordering processes in this relatively thin
layer on the top of the sample that may easily be modified by
mechanical treatment.
5. Discussion
We have shown that the occurrence (or not) of a step in
the intensity of the electronic ordering reflections at TV is
an intrinsic effect not due to deficiencies in stoichiometry,
sample quality, etc. Presently we have two different views of
understanding our results. (i) An unidentified contamination
of the surface is naturally and spontaneously occurring that
Figure 6. Absorption corrected energy scans of the (001)C
reflection in the close neighborhood of the Fe K-edge at 50 K. Both
scans have been performed on the same stoichiometric sample and
the intensities rescaled for comparison purposes. Open circles
correspond to run A (polished well before the experiment) and
closed circles represent run B (polishing right before the
experiment). The solid lines are guides to the eye.
affects the electronic orders alone. This sort of pollution
would develop in the period elapsed between the two
experiments, runs A and B. It is well known that maghemite
(or γ -Fe2O3) can be formed at the surface of magnetite
through the oxidation process, Fe2+ → Fe3+. Maghemite
has the same structure as magnetite, inverse spinel, and it is
ferrimagnetic but it does not undergo a Verwey transition.
This oxidation should be accompanied by a contraction of
the cubic unit cell (amagnetite = 8.396 A˚ → amaghemite =
8.3515 A˚) and by the occurrence of internal strains that
may propagate well into the magnetite crystal [19, 20]. This
mechanism qualitatively agrees with our overall findings, and
the maghemite layer may cause a progressive disruption in the
continuity of the charge order to become null at the surface
where all Fe are Fe3+. Diffraction experiments at the Fe
L2,3-edges have shown that an identified dead layer of the
order of 1000 A˚ develops in the sample, and energy scans are
very sensitive to this feature [17]. The magnitude of this dead
layer is compatible with an oxidation induced maghemite
that takes place for months at room temperature. However
this oxidation cannot account for the micron deep dead layer
found in our experiments at the K-edge. The fact that such a
thick dead layer has been found in samples that were polished
right before the x-ray experiment precludes the development
of such an oxide layer. Therefore the formation of maghemite
at the surface seems not to be the key element that accounts for
the different features observed in our diffraction experiments.
(ii) As observed in the experiments conducted in this
paper (in both runs A and B) a sizable dead layer is observed
in the energy scans (figure 1). It is highly probable that the
dead layer, made up of powdered Fe3O4 (see figure 1), is
produced by the stresses induced by the mechanical process
itself. Hence if the mechanical polishing destroys the surface
of Fe3O4 it should not be at all surprising that the core of
the sample under the dead layer has been subtlety affected by
this procedure and strains develop and propagate over micron
5
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size distances beneath the surface. The energy associated
should be rather small and hence once the sample is brought
back to room temperature and stored for the next experiment
strains relax and end up disappearing. This seems to be a very
plausible hypothesis.
Strains, whether they are related to process (i) or (ii)
or to others, are known to modify the electronic properties
of materials, as it has been revealed in experiments e.g. on
thin films. As our x-ray experiments probe a relatively thin
layer beneath the surface, ≈10 µm, we can consider in a
first approximation that our sample behaves as a thin film
(thick for the current standards) laterally strained sample.
Whether or not this strain hypothesis explains the differences
between runs A and B in the present x-ray diffraction
experiments is still under investigation. The jump that many
quantities (magnetization, diffracted intensities of the average
high temperature structure, etc) experiences right at TV is
a manifestation of the nucleation and growth of fluctuating
domains above TV. Interestingly it is widely accepted that the
Verwey transition temperature in magnetite is a good indicator
of the quality of the sample: the higher TV is the better (strain
free and stoichiometric) the sample is. In this work we have
seen that TV is identical for both runs, as measured by the
same experimental equipment some days apart, in high quality
magnetite samples. It is only the mesoscopic features of the
electronic orderings that are affected by the different type
of runs, and not the purely microscopic features such as the
occurrence of charge ordering itself, the magnitude of TV, etc.
The influence of sample preparation and of strains
originating at the surface of the sample in relation with phase
transitions was a well debated problem in the nineties in
compounds such as SrTiO3, RbCaF3, KMnF3, Rb2ZnCl4,
UO2, NpAs, Tb, Ho, etc within the framework of the topic
two length scales at the phase transition [21–28]. A detail
analysis of the lineshape of the critical scattering in the
cubic-to-tetragonal phase transition in RbCaF3 showed that
there are 2 different components: a narrow and a broad
components that both become critical at the same temperature
albeit with different temperature dependences [24]. Since
this seminal discovery a whole lot of compounds and phase
transitions have been identified as having of two length scales
at the phase transition and nowadays it is a well accepted
fact. It has been shown that the narrow component arises
from a region called the skin of the sample and there is
a general consensus that strain fields play a fundamental
role at explaining its origin. Despite substantial amount of
work, theories are not yet consistent with all the experimental
data [29]. Furthermore, it has been shown that mechanically
roughened surfaces display this narrow component whereas in
smooth surfaces, the narrow component is vanishingly small.
The occurrence of two length scales in the fluctuations at the
Verwey transition in magnetite will be developed further in a
forthcoming publication.
6. Conclusions
With respect to the questions raised by our previous paper
[13], the rebuttal from Garcia and coworkers [14] and other
Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the (003)C, (001)C and
(007/2)C peaks intensities for Fe3O4polished well before the
measurements (run A). The data are the same as in figure 3 but
presented in a linear scale. The error bars are of the size of the data
points and the solid lines are guides to the eye.
RXS publications on similar matters [8, 11, 12, 17] the
situation is as follows.
(i) The occurrence of a dead layer has been thoroughly
studied by Chang et al [17] in the context of the analysis
of the energy dependence of the (0 0 12 )C diffraction
peak shown in previous soft RXS experiments [8, 11, 12,
14]. The conclusion of that work is that large spectral
differences have been observed due to the occurrence of
a dead layer, which is more or less present in most of
the samples used in the published data. Although nothing
is said on the origin of this dead layer, it seems to be
very small in in vacuo cleaved samples or in thin films.
A dead layer is always present in our experiments (see
figure 1), independently of the run type. This is easily
seen in the jump of the intensity above the resonance
edge, (1µ−1/µ−1)meas ≈ 50, much larger than expected,
(1µ−1/µ−1)theory ≈ 7 (see figure 1). Despite all efforts
we cannot get rid of it by polishing. In view of all the
accumulated work, by us and by others, we have to
conclude that mechanically polishing or other aggressive
treatment of the surface is at the origin of this dead layer.
Admittedly the general occurrence of a dead layer at the
surface of magnetite needs to be cross checked with other
methods of capping the crystal, like chemical etching,
plasma etching, etc.
(ii) Regarding the temperature dependence of the intensity
of the electronic orders and of the lattice distortions,
the run type A data reproduce very nicely the previous
findings [13], absence of jump at TV of the electronic
orderings and jump by nearly 2 orders of magnitude
within 0.1 K of TV of the lattice distortion peak. The
absence of jump in the (0 0 12 )C (and related half integer
reflections) and in the (0 0 1)C reflections have been
shown in previous soft RXS studies on either bulk or thin
films magnetite [8, 12, 14] but went unnoticed to these
authors. In figure 7 we have replotted data from figure 3
to show how similar our results are to those in [14], albeit
6
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with far more points and covering a larger temperature
region.
(iii) There is not a phase transition at T ≈ 130 K in much
the same way as there is no phase transition associated to
occurrence of the isotropy point in the magnetization and
the further spin reorientation along the (001)C direction
observed in magnetite. From our past [13] and the present
data (figures 3(a) and 4) a saturation of the intensity and
a cross over in the correlation length of fluctuations is
observed. In addition the location of this temperature
is sample dependent: in [13] this is located at around
130 K whereas in the present sample it is 133 K.
Again this is consistent with the spread of temperatures
reported in the literature for the isotropy point [30].
Diffraction data in figure 3 of [14] are very sparse, do
not cover this temperature range and therefore little can
be pulled off on this issue from their work. Concluding
on this point, it seems that structural as well as electronic
fluctuations do see a change in the fluctuation regime
upon the passage through this temperature which, in view
of the magnetization results, we have tentatively ascribed
to a another kind of manifestation of the vanishing
magnetocrystalline anisotropy at the isotropy point. The
conclusions drawn in our previous paper [13] hold true.
Summarizing, in this paper we have hypothesized that
mechanically polishing the surface of magnetite (i) destroys
the sample and creates a dead layer and (ii) induces strains
beneath the dead layer that affects mainly the onset of
the electronic orders, charge and orbital, by favoring an
immediate long range order of these correlations right below
TV (run type B in figure 3). The same experiment carried out
typically ‘a couple of months’ later show the electronic orders
below TV occur through a smooth phase transition (run type
A in figure 3). Identical behavior has been found in doped and
non-stoichiometric samples (figure 5) undergoing a first order
phase transition. In order to explain the differences between
run type A and B we have introduced a second hypothesis that
these strains relax in lapse of time of typically a ‘couple of
months’ (although this cannot be determined in any detail) at
room temperature.
This smooth behavior at TV of the electronic orderings is
also apparent from figure 4 of [8], from figure 3 of [12] and
from figure 3 of [14] and is not what is expected for a very
strong first order phase transition as in the case of magnetite.
It is important to emphasize that this type of strains do not
affect the onset of the lattice distortions as the corresponding
reflections invariable show a jump at TV.
The two hypothesis introduced to justify our results are
very plausible and the role of strains at the phase transition
has been emphasized in a number of compounds having quite
different types of phase transitions. We are inclined to think
that run type A represents the actual state of bulk magnetite
in the absence of strains. The smooth dependence of the
electronic component of the Verwey transition is a result that
is at the variance of what is accepted for this phase transition
and that gives some new openings to the understanding of this
fascinating compound.
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